
Bring speed, 
accuracy, and 
deeper insights 
to commercial 
forecasts



Best-in-class features enabled at every step of your 
forecasting journey

Built-in forecasting model A single source of truth
Drive effective pipeline forecasting with  
patient-based and patient flow-based models 
tailored to your business needs 

Maintain an integrated repository of complex data 
sources and access pre-evaluated forecasting 
assumptions – all in one place

Zero-formula functionality Consolidated Reports 
Accelerate your forecasting journey by leaving 
the technicalities to us and saving time creating 
complex forecasting formulas

Seamlessly consolidate and compare forecasting 
output across different portfolios through highly 
interactive visualized reports 

Collaborative and automated workflows
Facilitate better collaboration with centralized 
cloud-based workflows that are automated and 
configurable across multiple brands, indications, 
and geographies

Data transparency
Understand the ‘how’ and ‘why’ of your data by 
accessing detailed calculations recorded at every 
step of the forecasting process 

An advanced solution for 
pharma’s strategic and 
operational forecasters
NEXT Forecasting is a cloud-based forecasting 
platform designed to address the complexities 
in treatment dynamics. It offers what traditional, 
spreadsheet-based, forecasting methods don’t: flexible 
and scalable patient workflows that are built-in. 

The platform empowers you to generate accurate,  
data-driven predictions in record time. You can build 
strategic forecasts across complex portfolios of brands, 
geographies, or indications, with the highest level of 
granularity. This unlocks hidden predictive insights 
needed to streamline enterprise-wide forecasting and 
drive better decision-making across the organization.



Everything you need -  
in one, secure cloud
NEXT Forecasting brings you everything you 
need on one platform – from data harmonization 
to customizable forecasting models and  
easy-to-consume insights (with the bonus  
of zero formulas!). 

It operates on a secure and private cloud with  
role-based access and advanced data encryption. 
The platform can easily be integrated with 
existing enterprise systems and reporting 
software tools such as Qlik, Tableau, Power BI, 
and more. You may choose between running 
NEXT Forecasting on your own AWS environment 
or on the Indegene AWS environment.

Recent outcomes we drove for a top 5 pharma

80% 50% 90%
Forecasting accuracy Forecasting cost Time to set up forecasts

Here’s how we did it:

• We deployed NEXT Forecasting to create a single unified portfolio for all hematologic cancer 
drugs owned by the company

• We replicated their forecasting models using our built-in patient-based and patient  
flow-based workflows

• We enabled enterprise-level forecasting by customizing the workflows according to 
parameters such as market events, product shares, product-specific patient size across 
treatment lines, and more

• Given the superior outcomes driven by NEXT Forecasting for the cancer drug portfolio, the 
company decided to deploy the platform across other therapy areas including immunology, 
infectious diseases, and neurosciences

Click Here          to read the full case studyClick Here

https://www.indegene.com/insights/case-study/indegene-simplifies-complex-hematologic-cancer-forecasting
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We support organizations wherever they are

Talk to us today and learn how Indegene’s 
forecasting solution can set you up for success!
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